A systematic approach is presented to prove that the charged sector of the Georgi-Glashow model contains an intrinsically CP-violating angle which shows up in the physical results in the leading order. By showing that this model has no instantons we proved that this angle has nothing to do with instantons, but is just a superselection label. § I. Introduction
§ I. Introduction
Recently, in an interesting paper, Witten 1 ) has investigated the implications of introducing the CP violation into the Georgi-Glashow model on the question of dyon electric charge quantization.
In this paper, stimulated by \Vitten's 'Nork, we present a systematic approach to the problem of 0-depenclence of the physics in the dyon sectors 21 of the Georgi-Glashow model. \V e use the Hamiltonian method of quantization, because we feel that this is the only systematic way of quantization. Of course for limited purposes the semiclassical quantization method of Bohr-Sommerfeld may suffice.
The trick to use then is to introduce temporal periodicity into the theory, say, by the special gauge choice, 3 J .!l0 (r= oo) =0.
We witness the emergence of an arbitrary angle in the quantized theory, which breaks CP invariance. A careful study shows that this angle has its origin in the non-trivial topology of the gauge field, which in turn is due to the existence of charge. We demonstrate that this angle has nothing to do with instantons by shov,-ing that in spite of the fact that pure gauge theories have instantons, m the presence of Higgs fields, they disappear; they are replaced by finite energy configurations.
Gauge theories can be consistently canonically quantized in the "'lo = 0 gauge.
vVe have checked the consistency of this approach by showing that Schwinger algebra is undisturbed by this non-Lorentz invariant method of quantization and by the presence of charged sectors. **l For completeness and logical continuity of this paper vve include a systematic reproduction of Witten's proof of the fJ dependence of the dyon charge, thus
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Finally we comment on the validity of the arguments presented in this work for realistic grand unified schemes like SU (5) . by demonstrating that it has the necessary topological structure.*' § 2. Dyon solutions in the Georgi-Glashow model This is a theory with an SO (3) Since () 00 =0 is gauge invariant, any gauge transformation of (2·8) is also a vacuum configuration. Imposing the finite energy condition enforces these conditions (2 · 8) asymptotically at the spatial boundary. In particular, this requires cf>EM0 (the set of cp which minimizes U (¢)). Here Mo is a two-dimensional sphere of radius a in the internal space. The little group H of cpEM0 is the group of rotations about the ¢' axis and is isomorphic to SO (2) (or equivalently to U (1) ). Thus the original symmetry is broken down to G/ H by Higgs fields, which can be identified with the electromagnetism.
Dyons are defined 6 ) as those finite energy spatially localized configurations which carry electric as well as magnetic charge. They are defined originally 2 l with the following ansatz (which satisfies the gauge O;At = 0) :
The energy finiteness condition imposes the following boundary conditions on K, J and H: 
Note that as r---'>co, w->-G!t (also ul' ->0) yielding the results of Ref.
3). This complicated looking form is the correct form which should be used in quantizing the theory canonically.
Before getting involved with the question of quantization, let us comment on an important point: It is clue to .cl0n+O(.l=f-0) that we have non-zero electric charge in the theory 
with all other commutators being zero. Obviously, the Hamilton theory is larger than the Georgi-Glashow theory. It gives rise to an entirely consistent quantum mechanics, but to make it coincide with the Georgi-Glashow theory, i.e., to incorporate the Gauss law into the Hamiltonian quantum theory, we can demand that only these states of the Hilbert space which are annihilated by G", regarded as an operator, are relevant to the
Let us recall that the unitary operator which implements the finite gauge transformations (3. 5) 1s g1ven by
Let us perform a careful partial integration retaining the surface contribution (3. 7)
Thus we see that for the conventional gauge transformations, with vanishing parameters, of----) 0, the first term vanishes and thus the Gauss law constraint r-)CO would guarantee the gauge invariance of the physical states = lphys).
(3·8) Again, as in the instanton case, we have no a priori way of computing 6. However it can be shown by following the Jackiw's treatment 8 J of the instanton angle that it is not an artificial quantity arising from some peculiarity of our treatment of gauge invariance (thus cannot be eliminated). Here is a brief outline of this proof adapted to the clyon problem:
Suppose that there is no angle in (3 ·10), thus the states are invariant under large gauge transformations. But we must take account of the ambiguity in the definition of the Lagrangian (3 ·11) where we h<lVl' deliberately used the instanton normalization, for the same tope,], ogical reasoning. The appearance of "i" in front of e is clue to the fact that That the gauge fields of the Georgi-Glashow model may have non-trivial topology is one of the novel aspects of this work and may come as a surprise to those who are familiar with the monopole sectors of the theory. Indeed, we recall 9 > that in the monopole sectors the gauge and the Higgs fields do not have simultaneous topology. Usually the preference there is given to the gauge where *> Had we not fixed the gauge at Ao=O, we would have had some surface ambiguity in the definition of floo (this ambiguity is eliminated by the gauge choice of Ao(x=oo) =0 also)
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Higgs fields have the non-trivial topology, whereas gauge fields are topologically trivial.
(In that case the compactification, g--> I, is not possible due to the slow decrease of the monopole field asymptotically. Thus the topology of the gauge Jielcl is defined by 7T2 (G) which vanishes. It is not an obstacle to using the Cartan theorem that G =SO (3) .is doubly connected. Because when the matters like existence of spin is not in question, we have the freedom of working in the universal covering space.)
The Higgs field topology is described by the first homotopy Let us recall that the pure Yang-Mills theory has instantons only in four dimensions, il result of which can best be seen, for instance, from the elegant relation of Deser. 
Thus static E< oo configurations may exist in the Georgi-Glashow model. The fact that we cannot make a stronger statement than this, is clue to the weakness of the theorem ( 4 ·1). It serves more effectively as a no-go theorem. When it comes to positive statements, it says that those configurations may exist. Proof would be explicit construction, which we happen to have for the GG model, the monopoles and the dyons. § 5. Lorentz invariance
The obstacle to canonically quantizing the theory was eliminated by choosing the gauge A 0 =0. But we are aware of the fact that this desire to clarify the quantum nature of the dyon sector is not without an expense. In spite of the fact that the superselection sectors are now exhibited by the Lorentz invariant term, Tr (FF), manifest Lorentz invariance is given up in the Hamiltonian formalism. A sufficient condition for showing that Lorentz invariance is maintained is that the famous Schwinger algebra is satisfied : 14 J (5 ·1) which is supplemented with the condition that the Boo should not have an explicit dependence on the spatial co-ordinate. The equivalence of this commutation to the inhomogeneous Lorentz algebra can easily be seen from the integrated form
where Pi= Jd 3 x00i is the field momentum operator, which is given explicitly in terms of the fields as is satisfied it would be sufficient to see that all the e dependent contributions to the left-hand side vanish. We shall not show all this complicated algebra here, but only present the computation of the most dangerous term as far as Lorentz i1wariance is concerned. Given the fact that the e labelled superselection sectors are boundary sustained sectors, then the most dangerous terms would be gauge Higgs cross terms. Local terms clearly would give vanishing contributions, thanks to the antisymmetric (x -y) term in the front (5·4)
To compute this, we first observe that (5. 5) and (5. 6) Using (5 · 4) and (5 · 5), we can now easily compute X:
This also has a vanishing contribution, thanks to the antisymmetric factor (x-y). Thus we have checked the consistency of the Hamiltonian method. It is gratifying that the existence of charged states in non-Abelian Higgs models does not get into conflict with Lorentz in variance. *l § 6. Dyons of charge e (0 /2?r)
In § 3 we have observed 10 l the striking property that even the large gauge transformations are topologically trivial, a result reflecting the presence of f) dependence in leading order. We shall reproduce Witten's proof of f) dependence of dyon charge for completeness and logical continuity, within our systematic framework.
In the representation where all the f) dependence is contained in the Lagrangian, so that physical states can be chosen invariant under large gauge transformation (since even the large gauge transformations can be obtained by iterating the infinitesimal ones from now on we can easily drop the word large), the Noether charge generating a 2rr rotation around <P is given by (w= = 27!)
Recalling that Wa =¢a (w/ l<P !,) and using the definition (3 -12) of IIt, we can perform a partial integration and obtain, (6· 2)
Using equations of motion (3 · 4a), we get for the second term (6· 3) which clearly vanishes, the first term due to symmetry and the second clue to the Bianchi identity. Thus on the physical dyon states the operator acts like a unit operator:
It is known that 16 l for this model the smallest value for the magnetic charge 1s
Qmcminl =47!/e. This is clue to the fact that one can introduce isospin particles of charge e/2 m this theory. Thus the eigenvalues of the operator Q on the dyon states with fixed magnetic charge 4rr/ e is given by The SU(5) gauge symmetry is broken clown spontaneously to SU(3) c X U(l) into two steps. The minimal scheme to arrange this symmetry breaking is to introduce two Higgs mul tiplets SU(5) ~SU(3)c X SU(2) LX U(1) y~SU(3)c X U(1).
(IP1) (IP,)
The first Higgs transforms according to the 24-dimensional (real) adjoint representation of SU(5) (it is written as a 5 X 5 hermitian traceless matrix). The second transforms according to five-dimensional (complex) fundamental representation (a column vector).
The little group of (¢1) is H 1 =SU(3)cXSU(3) XU(l)yiZ6, whilst that of the pair ( ( ¢1), ( ¢,)) together is H~., = SU (3) c X U (1) . The vacuum manifold for the first step breaking, and for the first and second steps combined together is Thus the relevant homotopy groups for the existence of static finite energy configurations are TC1 (H1) and TC1 (H~, 2). These can be computed using the homotopy sequence of a bundle, 18 l easily as 1: 1 (H1) = Z, ~:1 (H1,2) = Z.
(7. 4)
Thus as far as the topological structure IS concerned, SU(5) shares all the nice features of SO (3). This result is not as trivial as it sounds, given the fact that H 1 and H 1, 2 are semisimple groups (containing three and two simple factors, respectively). That one needs one integer to label each homotopy class of 7!' 1 (H 1 ) and 7!'1 (H1,2) is quite an impressive result. 10 l Thus the charged E< oo sectors of the theory would show up as superselection sectors and would be labelled by a (intrinsically) CP violating angle which is present to leading order. Again this angle has nothing to do with the instantons, because of our proof in § 4 that the non-Abelian Higgs model has no instantons but only finite energy (static) configurations.
